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Mathematics is one of the subjects that people have to come across in every aspect of their lives.
The world of math is sealed with fun, hidden facts and magical calculations. Starting from
calculating the purchase of grocery items to paying the electricity bills, or even to pay the taxes,
everything is involved with mathematical calculations. Some people find extreme interest in this
subject, while others find it as a nightmare. Mostly Kids, of the school level often get afraid of this
subject. It is not because they are poor in the subject but due to their lack of interest in the subject.
Mathematics depends completely on logical thinking. Here skills of logical thinking play great role
than that the kids start enjoying it.

These days it has become a matter of great imaginative cleverness. The subject depends entirely
upon some rules, where we have to continue step by step. Most of the children hate math because
they have a unstable base and find it quite difficult to solve any mathematical problem. Parents also
should make it sure that they do not pressurize the children to teach even a mathematical table.
They should teach them in such a way that make children inclined towards this specific subject
because almost every six parents out of ten wish to make their children Doctors, Engineers,
Chartered

Accountant or Scientist. Teachers also should not terrorize the kids with the pressure of the subject
and rather make it a practice that is full of fun. There are some easy rules that parents can follow to
teach kids mathematics. They are as follows:

1-Parents can opt for the way to read out stories to the kids that consists of simple mathematical
tricks. These stories work as miracles and make math come alive to the child

2-Taking help of the flash cards is a good way to teach them how to memorize something and how
to count it.  Show your kids a flashcard with an addition, subtraction, multiplication or division
problem, and challenge them to give the answer as fast as they can

3-Play games with the kids that are related to math. Try to play games like Jump the Answer,
suggest Schiro as an entertaining way to practice addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

4-You should provide your children with real life things to count, rather than the traditional boring
plastic toys or dolls. Kids prefer counting things that they can recognize well, such as food grains or
pastas of different shapes

5-Parents and teachers should always keep in mind that kids are not little adults. Therefore,
whenever kids do something wrong, it is pointless to scold them child, rather they should be made
realize their mistake.  Parents should forward their supportive hands to make the kids feel that their
parents are with them whenever they need them

Parents should be careful at least about this specific subject because many of the kids find it hard to
solve one problem of math. Therefore, they should never be felt that it is a must to do work.
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